Tuesday, February 12th
Noon-1:00pm
Classroom C3

Presenter: Ed Hallenbeck, Owner
Career By Design Consulting

To attend, RSVP to sph04@albany.edu by Monday, February 11th

Today's economy presents difficult challenges in searching for jobs. The competition for fewer jobs has been elevated to new heights. The days of surfing job boards as a primary job search method are long gone in regard to conducting an effective search. Come learn the "Top 10" strategies for a varied and comprehensive job search plan.

Ed Hallenbeck is the owner of Career by Design Consulting, a private career consulting firm. An experienced consultant in the areas of career development, human resource management, training and coaching, and organizational and workforce development, Ed has provided professional career consulting services to high school, undergraduate and graduate students, and adults in transition. In addition, he has fifteen years of experience as a human resource manager in both public education and the private sector.
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